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In the Belenos Subsector, located within the Turbidious Sector, a world has seemingly appeared 
from shadow of The Veil. According to scholars this world was once given the designation 
Magdysah's Forge. The Imperium wouldn’t have known for centuries that the planet had 
returned from the Veil if it had not been for a strange signal emanating from the planet. What is 
this signal?  

The signal emanating from Magdysah's Forge is a mysterious and enigmatic pulse that 
combines intricate patterns of electromagnetic radiation with encrypted data bursts. Imperial 
scholars and astropaths have been tirelessly analysing the signal, and their findings are both 
perplexing and unsettling. 
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The signal appears to be a form of ancient code, utilizing a blend of arcane symbols and 
mathematical sequences. The Imperium's experts in cryptology and xenos languages have 
struggled to decipher its true meaning. Some believe it may be a message from a long-lost 
human civilization, while others suspect xenos influence or even warp entities attempting to 
communicate. 

What adds to the mystery is that the signal seems to shift and evolve over time, defying easy 
categorization. It has led to intense debates among the scholars and Inquisitors in the region, 
with some advocating for immediate investigation and others warning of potential dangers in 
meddling with the unknown. 

 

An Imperial Fleet along with Rogue Traders and exploratory teams have been dispatched to 
Magdysah's Forge to investigate the source of the signal. The planet itself is an object of great 
interest and concern. Its landscape is a mix of advanced technology and ancient ruins, with 
signs of both human and potentially xenos influences. It seems various xenos races have also 
been attracted to the pulse, astropathic reports suggest several warp disturbances that can only 
mean xenos or arch enemy activity. 
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As the Imperium endeavours to unlock the secrets of Magdysah's Forge and understand the 
nature of the mysterious signal, the entire Belenos Subsector remains on high alert. The events 
unfolding on this newly revealed world may hold the key to untold secrets or pose a threat that 
could have far-reaching consequences for the Imperium and its dominion in the sector. 

The Turbidious Sector 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Belenos Sub-sector 
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Magdysah's Forge 
Magdysah's Forge, having emerged from the shadow of the Veil is a world of captivating mystery 
and contradiction. The planet exhibits a landscape that seamlessly blends advanced technology 
with ancient ruins, offering a visual tapestry that reflects its complex history. 

Warp-Forged 

The very fabric of Magdysah's Forge seems woven with warp energies, creating landscapes that 
defy the natural order. Distorted mountains, surreal valleys, and rivers that flow against gravity 
are common sights. In some areas the air shimmers with a faint, otherworldly glow, indicating 
the latent warp influence. 

Arcane Structures 

Scattered across the surface are remnants of advanced structures, intricate in design and 
suggesting a level of technological sophistication not typically associated with the Imperium. 
These structures bear inscriptions and symbols that seem to shift and writhe, defying easy 
interpretation. 

Ruins of Ages Past 

Amidst the advanced structures lie ruins that predate even the Imperium's ancient history. 
Weathered statues, crumbling temples, and mysterious artifacts hint at the existence of a 
civilization long lost to time. Amongst these Imperial statues and ruins can also be seen. 

It is some of these more recent ruins that armies will aim to take a foot hold of in these initial 
stages of the war for Magdysah's Forge. 

Races 
The sudden reappearance of Magdysah's Forge and the mysterious signal it emits have 
attracted the attention of various races and factions across the sub-sector. Each group has its 
own motivations and interests that drive them to rush towards this enigmatic world. 

Imperium of Man: 

The Imperium, being the dominant faction in the sector, seeks to reclaim and re-establish 
control over Magdysah's Forge. The planet's reappearance challenges the Imperium's 
understanding of the warp and the mysteries surrounding the Veil. Imperial authorities are 
concerned about potential heretical influences and aim to investigate and, if necessary, purge 
any threats. Imperial guard, Inquisition and Adeptus mechanicus forces are on route to 
investigate. Aiming to bring the world back into the light of the Emperor and see if ancient 
technology maybe present.  It has even been whispered that the Emperors Angels may also be 
on route.  

In addition to more heavily armed forces, more civilian bands are making their way, from pious 
priests, traders and those looking to make a fortune. To assist in this task PDF forces have also 
accompanied these more civilian elements.  

--------------------------------------------------------------------  
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‘General Kellan Vanthorn strode purposefully through the dimly lit corridors of the Imperial 
cruiser "Praetorian Wrath," his uniform adorned with medals earned in countless battles across 
the Imperium. He entered the command deck, the low hum of machinery and the distant hum of 
the ship's systems creating a tense atmosphere. Captain Seraphina Drakon, the stern captain of 
the cruiser, awaited him at the central holotable.  

"General Vanthorn," Captain Drakon greeted with a crisp salute. "What brings you to my 
domain?" 

Vanthorn returned the salute and gestured to the holographic display above the table. The image 
of Magdsah Forge loomed large, its surface covered in rugged terrain and ominous structures. 
The planet had recently been revealed, and its mysteries were yet unknown. 

"Captain Drakon, we're preparing to invade Magdsah Forge. Intel is scarce, but we know this 
signal must be investigated and the world reclaimed. The Emperor demands its conquest," 
Vanthorn explained, studying the holographic representation of the unknown world. 

Drakon's eyes narrowed as she absorbed the details. "We've positioned the Praetorian Wrath in 
orbit, along with the rest of the fleet, ready to provide orbital support. However, our scans have 
been inconclusive. The planet seems to have extensive underground structures, and the 
atmosphere is laced with strange energy readings." 

Vanthorn nodded, his mind already strategizing. "We need to coordinate closely. I'll lead the 
ground forces, and your fleet will maintain orbital superiority along with our Astartes comrades. 
Once we secure a beachhead, we can explore the planet's mysteries and reclaim it in the name 
of the Imperium." 

The captain tapped a few commands on the holotable, overlaying strategic markers on the 
planet's surface. "I've dispatched reconnaissance squads, but communication is erratic. Expect 
fierce resistance. Our forces may be facing unknown xenos or corrupted human elements." 

Vanthorn clenched his jaw, the weight of the responsibility settling on his shoulders. "Prepare 
the dropships. We'll initiate the assault within the hour. Imperial Guard forces will descend and 
secure a perimeter. I want your fleet to provide close air support and orbital bombardment on my 
mark." 
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Captain Drakon nodded, her expression resolute. "We'll coordinate our efforts, General. May the 
Emperor guide our actions and lead us to victory." 

As the two commanders finalized their plans, uncertainty lingered in the air. Magdsah Forge held 
secrets that neither the Imperial Guard nor the Navy could fathom. The impending invasion was 
a leap into the unknown, a confrontation with darkness and the potential for new terrors to 
emerge from the shadows. The fate of Magdsah Forge hung in the balance, and the Imperium's 
finest were about to embark on a mission that would test their mettle and loyalty to the 
Emperor.’ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Watch Commander Agathon stood stoically in the command chamber of the Inquisitorial 
Blackship "Purgation's Wrath," its dimly lit interior filled with the ominous hum of machinery 
and the occasional flicker of servitor drones moving about their tasks. The cold, metallic walls 
bore the marks of countless campaigns, each scar telling a tale of the ship's long and storied 
service to the Imperium. 

Agathon's armor, adorned with the insignia of the Deathwatch, glistened under the artificial 
lights as he studied the holographic tactical display before him. The surface of Magdsah Forge 
loomed large, a barren world shrouded in mystery and choked by ash storms. The Watch 
Commander's keen eyes scanned the status reports, waiting for the next move, he had not heard 
from Captain Drakon for several hours, which vexed him.  

At his side, Captain Molochi, clad in the resplendent armor with markings of the Dark Angels, 
paced restlessly. His gaze shifted between the tactical display and the chronometer mounted on 
the wall. Agathon, ever the embodiment of patience, finally broke the silence that hung in the 
air. 

"Watch Commander, it seems the Imperial Guard is taking their time in securing the drop zone. 
Our Deathwatch stand ready, but without the might of the Guard at our side, our descent is 
delayed." 

Agathon nodded in agreement, his features masked by the darkened visage of his helmet. "The 
situation planetside is uncertain. The planet is an enigma, shrouded in uncertainty, I feel the 
taint of chaos on this world." 

Molochi clenched his gauntleted fist, the frustration apparent. As if on cue, a Vox-caster on the 
command console crackled to life, emanating the stern voice of Inquisitor Varian. "Watch 
Commander Agathon, Captain Molochi, the Imperial Guard is preparing their transports and the 
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navy are readying drop ships. Prepare for a simultaneous descent. The Emperor's will demands 
victory." 

Agathon nodded, his resolve unwavering. "Understood, Inquisitor. We will stand ready for the 
Imperial Guard's. Together, we shall claim this world for the Emperor." 

With renewed determination, Agathon and Molochi returned their focus to the tactical display. 
The Blackship's corridors echoed with the hum of anticipation as they prepared for the 
impending battle, the fate of Magdsah Forge hanging in the balance.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Arch Magos Caelus strode through the dimly lit halls of the Magdsah Forge, his metallic limbs 
clanking with each step. His augmented eyes glowed with a subtle red hue as he approached the 
assembly chamber where his most trusted underlings awaited. The room echoed with the hum 
of ancient machinery and the distant sounds of laboring servitors. 

As Caelus entered the chamber, the Tech-Priests and Enginseers bowed their heads in 
reverence. The archaic symbols etched into their crimson robes glowed faintly in response to the 
arch magos's presence. Caelus raised his bionic hand, motioning for silence. 

"My disciples," he intoned with a voice that echoed through the chamber, "we stand on the 
precipice of discovery. Magdsah Forge, hidden for millennia, has revealed itself to the 
Omnissiah's chosen. It is a treasure trove of archeotech, ancient relics that hold the key to 
unimaginable power, I am certain of this." 

The assembly listened in rapt attention; their mechanical eyes fixed on Caelus. 

"However," he continued, "with great opportunity comes even greater danger. The galaxy is 
teeming with xenos filth and treacherous heretics who would seek to claim the technology for 
themselves. We are the guardians of knowledge, the stewards of the Omnissiah's divine wisdom. 
We shall not let the fruits of Magdsah Forge fall into impure hands." 

Caelus tapped into the central cogitator, projecting holographic images of the newly revealed 
planet and its mysterious structures. Potentially ancient manufactorums, dormant titan war 
machines, and dormant STC fragments appeared on the holographic. 

"We must tread carefully, my disciples," Caelus declared. "The xenos and traitors are not the 
only threats. Others in the priesthood itself, blinded by ignorance and bureaucracy, may seek to 
claim these treasures without understanding their true potential. We cannot allow that to 
happen." 

One of the Enginseers spoke up, his voice metallic and resonant. "Arch Magos, what measures 
shall we take to secure the archeotech? Shall we deploy Skitarii forces, or perhaps request aid 
from the Astra Militarum?" 

Caelus nodded, his gaze unwavering. "Skitarii will form the vanguard, scouring the planet for any 
signs of xenos or heretical presence. We will not hesitate to eliminate threats. However, we shall 
keep our true discoveries hidden from prying eyes, even those within the Imperium. The 
knowledge we gain from Magdsah Forge is a sacred trust, one that we alone are worthy to bear." 

The assembly murmured in agreement, their metallic voices joining in a chorus of affirmation. 

"In the name of the Omnissiah," Caelus proclaimed, "we embark on this sacred quest. Let the 
tech-rites be observed and may the blessings of the Machine God guide our path. Magdsah 
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Forge shall become a bastion of knowledge, impervious to the corruption that plagues the 
galaxy." 

As the holographic images faded, the disciples of the Omnissiah bowed once more, their 
devotion unwavering. The Arch Magos turned to leave the chamber, his mechanical form 
resolute and determined. The quest for archeotech on Magdsah Forge had begun, and the 
Adeptus Mechanicus would ensure that the secrets uncovered remained within the embrace of 
the Machine God. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

The Magdorah Forge burned in the cold emptiness of space, its distant glow casting an eerie 
light upon the void. In the heart of the battlefleet, aboard the Battle Sisters' cruiser, the Divine 
Retribution, Canoness Medea knelt before the ornate altar in the ship's dimly lit chapel. 

Her silver and green power armor adorned with the golden symbols of the Adepta Sororitas, 
Canoness Medea bowed her head in deep reverence. The flickering candles and the distant hum 
of the ship's engines created an atmosphere of solemnity as she began her prayer. 

"Emperor of Mankind, whose divine light guides our souls through the darkest of shadows, grant 
us strength in this hour of need. The Magdorah Forge, a bastion of your holy work, teeters on the 
precipice of damnation. Chaos and heretics seek to defile that which is sacred. I beseech you, O 
Emperor, grant us your divine favour and fortify the hearts of your faithful servants." 

The echoes of her words reverberated through the chapel, a testament to the urgency of the 
situation. Canoness Medea's gloved hands clutched the hilt of her blessed power sword, the 
weapon that had felled countless foes in the name of the Emperor. She continued her prayer, her 
voice unwavering. 

"Emperor, illuminate our path with the radiance of your eternal glory. Bless us, your Sisters of 
Battle, your chosen daughters, with the resolve to stand unyielding against the tides of heresy. 
May our bolters roar with righteous fury, and may our faith be an unbreakable shield against the 
malevolent forces that seek to desecrate your domain.Guide the righteous fury of the Imperium 
to crush the enemies of mankind, O Emperor. Grant us a swift victory so that the Magdorah 
Forge may continue to serve your divine purpose. In your name, we shall purge the heretic and 
cleanse the unclean." 
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Canoness Medea rose from her knees, her spirit renewed with unwavering faith. She left the 
chapel, ready to lead her Sisters into the crucible of war. The Divine Retribution rumbled as it 
positioned itself for the impending assault, the Imperial Guard were beginning their invasion.  

In the cold expanse of space, the battle hymns of the Sisters resonated as a solemn chorus, 
echoing their devotion to the Emperor and their determination to secure victory for the 
Imperium. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

As reports of the newfound world of Magdysahs Forge reached Precincnt 8 it become clear to 
Judge Fredd that a contingent of his forces were needed to bring the Emperors law to the world.  

Suspected heretical activities reached the ears of the Inquisition who also deemed it necessary 
to send a contingent of Adeptus Arbites to Magdysah forge. The responsibility fell upon the 
shoulders of Psi-Marshall Anderson, a veteran enforcer of the law. However, Anderson was an 
unpopular choice among her peers and subordinates, not because of a lack of dedication to the 
Emperor's justice, but due to her psychic abilities 

As Psi-Marshall Anderson gathered her forces in the precinct's armory within the ‘Punisher 
Class Light Cruiser ‘Emperors Exhalted’, she could feel the weight of disapproval from her 
subordinates. The other marshals exchanged uneasy glances, questioning the decision to place 
a psyker in command. Anderson, however, remained stoic, her steely gaze unyielding as she 
addressed her fellow enforcers. 

"Brothers and sisters of the Arbites, the Emperor has called upon us to purge the heresy that 
festers within the heart of Magdysah forge. We stand as the beacon of His justice, and we shall 
not falter in our duty," she declared, her voice carrying the authority of one who had faced the 
horrors of the galaxy and emerged victorious. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Aeldari (Eldar): 

The Aeldari are drawn to Magdysah's Forge due to their innate connection to the warp and their 
ancient knowledge. They may believe that the signal holds information crucial to their survival 
or that the planet's reappearance is a sign of impending doom, maybe it is a reactivated 
webway gate. Aeldari factions send expeditions to either unlock the secrets for their own benefit 
or to prevent the spread of a malevolent force. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

In the shadowy corridors of the Webway, Farseer Lyndoril stepped gracefully through the shifting 
strands of reality. The ancient paths of the Eldar's psychic realm led her to the precipice of a 
newly revealed world - Magdsah Forge. The once-hidden planet, long lost to the currents of the 
webway, had re-emerged into real-space, and the Farseer sensed a dire threat looming over its 
unsuspecting surface. 

Magdsah Forge, a desolate realm covered in jagged mountains and silver rivers, was not 
unfamiliar to the Eldar. Long ago, it had been a haven for their kind, a sanctuary in the swirling 
chaos of the galaxy. Now, however, the planet held a different destiny, one that could unleash 
calamity upon the entire region.  
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Lyndoril emerged from the Webway gate onto the rocky terrain, her lithe form surrounded by a 
shimmering aura. The Farseer's keen psychic senses reached out, probing the currents of fate 
that flowed through the strands of the future. A vision of destruction and despair unfolded before 
her, and she knew that her people's ancient sanctuary was on the brink of annihilation. 

As the Farseer traversed the harsh landscape, she discovered the source of the impending 
catastrophe - a hidden Necron tomb awakening beneath the surface. The Magdsah Forge had 
been built atop an ancient Necron crypt, dormant for millennia. Unbeknownst to the Eldar, the 
reawakening of the tomb threatened to unleash a wave of death and destruction that would not 
spare any living being on the planet. 

Lyndoril's emerald eyes glowed with determination as she delved deeper into the tunnels and 
caverns of the world with her mind. She navigated the labyrinthine structure, avoiding the 
ancient psychic traps left by the Necron architects. The psychic energy radiating from the 
awakening tomb intensified, and the Farseer knew time was of the essence.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Orks: 

Orks are naturally attracted to places of conflict and powerful energies. The unusual warp 
activity and the potential for a good fight make Magdysah's Forge a prime target for Ork 
Waaaghs! Ork warbands converge on the planet, seeking battles and looting opportunities. 
Little do the Orks and other factions know, but the planet already has a feral Ork population, 
thanks to a formal Rok ‘landing’ (hitting) the planet. This Ork Rok is now a symbol of veneration 
for the feral Ork population.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Deep in the recesses of the Immaterium, the Waaagh! energy surged and coalesced, directing a 
ragtag fleet of Ork spacecraft towards the uncharted expanse of the Magdsah Forge. Boss 
Snikfang had felt good after he had supplanted the previous Warboss, Skargul and had eagerly 
set off to krump the nearest planet full of ‘umies. The war on Jiptia had been going well, with 
loads of krumped cities and fortifications and even some Beakiez had got dragged into the 
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conflict. That all changed after the retreating space marines had accidentally awoken the 
ancient beings sequestered in tombs below the planet’s surface. Snikfang had barely held them 
together after the disastrous retreat, or as he put it “Getting fed up with wrekkin’ tin boyz!” 

Now the lads were all crammed into the spaceships together with no one else to fight and 
Snikfang’s rivals were sizing him up, getting ready to challenge him for a shot at becoming 
Warboss themselves. Snikfang would need a distraction or better yet a display of why he was 
more cunning than the rest of the mob. This was provided in what must have been a blessing 
from Mork himself, in the form of an intercepted transmission from another planet in the 
Belanos Sub-Sector, designated Mag-die-saw’s Forge. The Meks reckoned they could get the 
fleet through the turbulence of the Warp to go krump whoever had sent the message.  

As the Ork ships descended through the atmosphere, leaving trails of smoke and fire, the 
planet's surface trembled under their impact. 

Magdsah Forge, a recently discovered planet on the fringes of the Imperium, held untapped 
resources that promised a bountiful harvest for the Orks. With their crude technology and 
boisterous enthusiasm, the Greenskins descended upon the world like a swarm of locusts, ready 
to claim it for their own. They had beaten the humies to it!  

On the surface, the Orks, clad in mismatched armor and wielding an assortment of weapons, 
gathered in the shadow of their rusted and ramshackle war machines. The air echoed with the 
sounds of primitive engines and the clanging of metal as the Orks prepared for the impending 
clash. 

Snikfang, stood atop a massive, jury-rigged throne, his bionic eye gleaming with malicious 
intent. The sky above was filled with twinkling lights, but these were no ordinary stars. Each 
glimmer represented a ship in orbit – Imperial vessels, their Gothic spires and sleek silhouettes 
a stark contrast to the crude and chaotic Ork fleet.  

Another fight at last! 

As the Orks looked up at the sparkling lights in the sky, the excitement among the greenskins 
reached a fever pitch. They bellowed war cries, pounded their chests, and stomped their feet in a 
rhythmic, primal beat. Snikfang raised his massive power klaw high, and the roar of approval 
from the Ork horde was deafening. 

"Az we krump dese shiny gitz in da sky, Magdsah Forge will be OURS! Git ready fer a Waaagh! 
like never before!" Snikfang proclaimed, his gravelly voice echoing across the battlefield. 

The Orks, united by their love for violence and mayhem, prepared to face the Imperial fleet that 
loomed above. The twinkling lights in the sky were not stars to them – they were beacons of 
battle, guiding the Greenskins towards the glorious fight that awaited them. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Chaos Forces: 

Chaos is drawn to Magdysah's Forge because of its mysterious warp-related nature. Chaos 
Space Marines, daemon summoners, and cultists see an opportunity to harness the warp 
energy for their own dark purposes. They may be aiming to corrupt the planet or use it as a 
staging ground for spreading chaos further into the Turbidious Sector. The Arcane structures 
are of significant intrigue for them. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

General Tiberius Varro, once a staunch defender of the Imperium, now found himself in the cold 
embrace of treason. The lure of power and promises whispered by the Chaos Gods had swayed 
him from the path of righteousness. He stood in the dimly lit chamber aboard the Chaos cruiser 
"Malevolence Ascendant," anxiety etched across his face. The cruiser sat with a portion of the 
fleet an anchor within an asteroid field.  

The hulking figure of Chaos Space Marine Captain Zarakul, adorned in twisted power armour 
and adorned with blasphemous symbols, stood before Varro. The air was thick with tension as 
they plotted their next move. 

"Captain Zarakul," Varro began, his voice hushed, "we stand on the brink of glory or damnation. 
Magdsah Forge awaits, and the unknown always brings trepidation." 

Zarakul's cold, mechanical voice resonated through the helm of his helmet. "Fear not, General. 
The Ruinous Powers favour the bold. Our legions are ready, and chaos will reign on this 
newfound world. But we must be vigilant; the Emperor's lapdogs have arrived as well."  

Varro paced anxiously; hands clasped behind his back. "The planet's surface is shrouded in 
mystery. Reports indicate ancient technology and arcane secrets. The whispers of daemons 
echo through the void. We must tread carefully." 

Zarakul raised a gauntleted hand, adorned with spikes and heretical icons. "You worry too much, 
General. Embrace the uncertainty. It is the very essence of Chaos. Magdsah Forge will be ours, 
and the Imperium will crumble beneath the weight of its own dogma." 
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Varro's eyes darted around the room, fear lurking in their depths. "But what if we awaken 
something beyond our control? What if the very fabric of reality unravels?" 

The Chaos Marine captain chuckled; a sound devoid of humanity. "The warp is capricious, 
General. Embrace the madness, for in chaos, there is power. We are the architects of destiny, 
not slaves to it." 

As the cruiser hung in the inky void, uncertainty hung like a shadow over the two traitors. The 
former Imperial Guard general and the Chaos Space Marine captain, both haunted by the 
unknown, prepared to plunge headlong into a war that could reshape the destiny of the sector. 

Little did they know what malevolent forces lay dormant on Magdsah Forge, waiting to be 
unleashed. The planet, veiled in enigma, would either become a crucible of triumph or a tomb for 
their ambitions. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Necrons: 

The ancient Necrons have been noted on the edge of the system, might they be aiming to 
awaken dormant forces on the planet or are they to secure the planet for their dynasties?  

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

In the cold void of space, the shroud class cruiser, named the Veiled Reckoning, silently orbited 
the recently revealed planet of Magdsah Forge. It was a planet shrouded in mystery, hidden for 
millennia and now exposed to the watchful eyes of the Malevolent Necron Overlord, Zarrakh the 
Unyielding. Seated upon his ornate throne on the command deck, Zarrakh's cold and calculating 
gaze was fixed upon the holographic displays that depicted the planet below. 

The atmosphere inside the cruiser was heavy with an aura of ancient malevolence as Zarrakh 
consulted with his crypteks and trusted advisors. The Necron Overlord's skeletal face bore no 
expression, his eyes glowed with an eerie green light as he contemplated the course of action. 
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Magdsah Forge held secrets long forgotten, and Zarrakh was determined to claim them for the 
undying empire of the Necrons. 

"Report, Cryptek Vorsan," Zarrakh commanded, his voice resonating through the metallic 
chamber. 

Vorsan, a hooded figure adorned with intricate technomantic symbols, stepped forward. "My 
Lord, the scans reveal a dormant Necron tomb beneath the surface of Magdsah Forge. The tomb 
appears to be untouched by the ravages of time, and its existence was previously concealed by 
some ancient form of cloaking technology." 

Zarrakh's bony fingers tapped rhythmically on the armrest of his throne as he absorbed the 
information. "Dormant, you say? Can we ascertain the level of resistance we might face upon 
reanimation?"  

Cryptek Vorsan hesitated for a moment before responding, "My Lord, the nature of the cloaking 
technology makes it difficult to gauge the strength of the forces within. It is a tomb long hidden, 
its secrets veiled in obscurity." 

Zarrakh leaned forward, his eyes narrowing. "Send in the Canoptek Scarabs for a preliminary 
reconnaissance. We must know what lies within that tomb before we commit our forces." 

As the Necron forces mobilized for the impending invasion, the Malevolent Necron Overlord 
stood at the precipice of conquest, ready to unleash the ancient might of his tomb world upon 
the unsuspecting planet below. The veil of secrecy was about to be lifted, and the echoes of a 
forgotten era would reverberate through Magdsah Forge. Zarrakh would claim this tomb world. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Tyranids: 

The Tyranids, always in search of new biomass and genetic material, may be attracted to 
Magdysah's Forge as a potential feeding ground. The unique warp signatures seem to be of 
interest to the Hive Mind. Could the signal be from a long-lost cult of the four-armed Emperor?  
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The rush to Magdysah's Forge creates a volatile and potentially explosive situation, with 
multiple factions converging on the planet, each with its own agenda and potential for conflict. 
The outcome of these events could shape the future of the Belenos Subsector and have far-
reaching consequences for the sector at large. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

In the cold void of space above Magdash Forge, the Imperial ship "Indomitable Crusader" 
floated silently. The ship housed thousands of brave Imperial Guardsmen, Adeptus Mechanicus 
tech-priests, and various servants of the Emperor. However, unbeknownst to the loyal crew, an 
insidious threat lurked in the dark corners of the ship. 

Deep within the lower levels of the ship, hidden away in maintenance tunnels and forgotten 
storage rooms, a group of genestealer cult members gathered in secrecy. Their leader, a 
charismatic and cunning individual named Xerophax, spoke in hushed tones as he outlined their 
sinister plan. 

"We are the chosen of the Great Devourer," Xerophax hissed, his eyes gleaming with fanatic 
fervor. "Our Lord of Change has guided us to this moment. Magdash Forge will become a feast 
for the Hive Fleet." 

The cultists, a motley assortment of workers, soldiers, and even a few officers, nodded in 
agreement. They had infiltrated the Imperial vessel, blending in with the unsuspecting masses, 
their true allegiance known only to each other. 

Xerophax and his followers had gathered in a hidden chamber, chanting dark rites and 
performing forbidden rituals. The air crackled with psychic energy as a rip in the fabric of reality 
began to form, a psychic beacon of the cult to try to reach the consciousness of the approaching 
Hive Fleet Wyvern. 

Unbeknownst to the unsuspecting world and fleet above, the tendrils of the Tyranid Hive Fleet 
turned towards the planet, drawn by the psychic call of the genestealer cult. 

 


